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ABSTRACT
The use of Augmented Reality (AR) technologies is the new challenge of management models born
under the “Industry 4.0” paradigm. The aim of the work is to evaluate the usability of two types of
AR devices (tablet and see-through) employed in the training and information activities of workers
according to the ISO/IEC 9126 and ISO 9241 standards. Starting from the state of the art, evaluating
market and competitors and developing different concepts of interfaces, a dedicated application was
programmed and, then, the usability of such devices for the professional figures involved was evaluated through experimental tests. Two reference scenarios were defined, the Department of Industrial
Engineering of University of Naples Federico II and INAIL (National Institute for Insurance against
Accidents at Work) laboratories, an user interface was designed and developed, as an aid in the drafting of the document for risk evaluation and subsequent training of workers. The activity is part of
the IDEE Project (Interactive Design for Ergonomics), born by the collaboration between Joint Lab
IDEAS and Contarp-INAIL-Regional Management for Campania. The data analysis allowed to evaluate the goodness of the devices and the degree of satisfaction in their use on the basis of the sample of
users who conducted the tests. The use of AR devices produces better results than paperwork in terms
of efficiency and effectiveness, but not all devices produce appreciable results in terms of user satisfaction. Although AR technologies are mature, the tasks need to be carefully defined to avoid rejection
phenomena. The strong expectation, that they generate in potential users, risks to remain disappointed
today for some usability limits found in currently available devices. It is necessary to start testing in
pilot applications in various industrial fields in order to capture in time and adequately support this
opportunity of innovation in Italy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A Risk Assessment Document (DVR) is a document that a company’s manager prepares to
indicate the path followed for risk assessment, the identification of exposed people, and to
indicate solution procedures; it also contains a risk assessment matrix and is drafted by the
Responsible of the Prevention and Protection Service of every company. The limits of the
current document have been explored, especially with regard to the high cost and timing of
staff training and information, and how these can be solved with an interactive DVR (i-DVR),
ie a User Interface, visible on electronic devices, enabling view safety information for each
environment and machine in real time and only if they can serve, helping to reduce the risk
of workplace exposure. So, regarding the design of the i-DVR project criticalities were
recorded by commissioners, then provided with appropriate technological solutions, in order
to proceed with the software implementation.
The technology employed in the activity is Augmented Reality (AR), defined as an enrichment of human sensory perception by video and audio information, generally manipulated
and conveyed electronically, that otherwise would not be perceived with the five senses,
overlapping information to reality, which then becomes “augmented”; the state of the art for
AR libraries and the main devices today in commerce were studied and analysed, and then
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the characteristics and peculiarities of the devices, chosen for the following tests, were
defined [1]. The ones with the best features for the case study, in particular the Project Tango
tablet by Google and the Epson Moverio BT-200 smartglasses, were chosen.
2 USABILITY
Within the Interactive Design [2], Usability is defined as the ability of the interface to be
understood, used and liked by the user in certain conditions and the level in which it can be
used by specific users to reach certain objectives with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in carrying out an activity under specific conditions [3]. More specifically, for the ISO
9241 standard, “a product’s usability is the degree to which it can be used by specified users
to reach specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context
of use”.
Effectiveness is defined as the accuracy and completeness with which users reach specified
goals. Efficiency is defined as “the amount of resources spent in relation to the accuracy and
completeness with which users reach their goals”. Satisfaction is defined as “freedom from
discomfort and positive attitude toward product use”.
2.1 Usability of Augmented Reality Devices
In order to evaluate usability, the AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) approach proposed by
Saaty and the Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) methodology [4] are used. These
techniques allow:
1.
2.

The hierarchical decomposition of a problem in multiple levels and factors to simplify it;
Assigning a score to the multiple factors considered to allow comparison.

Usability tests were carried out at the CONTARP Campania Region’s laboratories of INAIL
and at IDEAS laboratories of the University of Naples Federico II, selecting a sample of 30
students and professors to cover the age of the population between 19 and 46 years old. During testing, effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction for each interface (Paper, Tablet, Glasses)
were analysed [5, 6].

Figure 1: Elements that characterize the usability definition.
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Figure 2: Usability test in the first scenario.
2.1.1 Principle 1: Efficiency (learning and execution speed)
Users, monitored and timed, performed three tests of equal difficulty and number of actions
using each interface (paper DVR, Project Tango, Epson Moverio).
2.1.2 Principle 2: Effectiveness (Execution Errors)
In a scenario representing an emergency condition such as a fire, users made a certain route
using a single interface (ten for the paper DVR, ten for Project Tango, and ten for Epson
Moverio).
2.1.3 Principle 3: Satisfaction (tiredness, ergonomics, ease of use)
User satisfaction was assessed through a subjective evaluation questionnaire [7]. The questionnaire used for the assessments is the System Usability Scale that provides a score based
on the Likert scale [8, 9].
At present, it was clear from the testing of technology available in commerce that the Project Tango tablet is considered more usable than the paper DVR, as it is the most effective,
efficient and improving user satisfaction.

Figure 3: Usability Testing for Efficiency evaluation.

Figure 4: Usability Testing for Effectiveness evaluation.
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Figure 5: Questionnaire for Satisfaction evaluation.
The experience of using see-through glasses did not meet the total consent of users, giving
rise to several aspects to improve such as:

•
••
•

Image Acquisition Sensor not centred on the device, this gives the user more effort to point
the markers, distracting him from what he is looking at.
Difficulty in perceiving the correct distance and angle between marker and sensor.
Users with need of eye correction lenses have found particular difficulty in wearing and
positioning their glasses to have a correct focus on the images.

These issues, however, can be easily improved with the continued progress of the see-through
technologies so that the real strengths can be appreciated, such as having a more immersive
experience and the ability to operate hands-free.
3 TEST IN THE CONTARP CAMPANIA LABORATORIES
The devices have been used, then, in the INAIL laboratories of CONTARP CAMPANIA,
submitting the interactive procedure to the people involved in the tasks for the application
tests.
3.1 Application Test on POROSIMETER
Entering the lab, the first machine on which the DVR was built was the Porosimeter of the
ThermoScientific, Pascal 140 Series model. The mercury intrusion porosimeter uses this type
of chemical element, highly toxic, to carry out the analysis; removal of residual mercury in

Figure 6: Application Test on POROSIMETER.
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Figure 7: Application Testing on Acid Solvents cabinet.
the porosimeter capillary is carried out with a copper brass-cable treated with nitric acid and
previously immersed in mercury, or by connecting the capillary to a vacuum system.
3.2 Application Testing on Acid Solvents cabinet
The second “augmented” item is a cabinet containing chemical solvents, in particular acids,
used in the various machines. The chemical risk associated with contact with acid substances
is high and differentiated; moreover, they are toxic to both the human body and the environment, so the pictograms of the hazard, the risk phrases and the relative precautions to be taken
have been highlighted.
3.3 Use test on CHEMICAL COVER
The latest machinery encountered in the lab, analysed by the interactive DVR, is the chemical
cover, with recirculation, molecular filtration, Strola GS1000 model. It is useful for the protection of personnel exposed to the risk of inhalation of volatile chemicals substances,
harmful to health, especially in the case of solvents and toxic fibres. They have been equipped
for industrial hygiene analysis, provided with impregnated activated carbon filters, suitable
for adsorption of vapours of dangerous substances; in the INAIL laboratory they are fundamental for safety during investigation on asbestos and other carcinogenic substances.

Figure 8: Use test on CHEMICAL COVER.
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Figure 9: Example of the Efficiency Principle Results.

4 RESULTS
The data analysis allowed to evaluate the goodness of the devices and the degree of satisfaction in their use based on the sample of users who conducted the tests. The use of AR devices
produces better results than paperwork in terms of efficiency and effectiveness, but not all
devices produce appreciable results in terms of user satisfaction. In particular, the use of the
tablet is more suitable for users who are not yet accustomed to the use of the viewers and their
prolonged use.
5 CONCLUSIONS
Although AR technologies are mature, tasks need to be carefully defined for which they can
be usefully introduced into workplaces to avoid rejection phenomena. The strong expectation
that their use generates in potential users risks to remain disappointed today for some usability limitations found in currently available devices. The evolution of AR technology is so fast
that the current criticalities of use will quickly overcome. For this reason testing in pilot
applications needs today to be started in various industrial fields to capture in time and adequately support this innovation opportunity in Italy.
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